WE HAVE A VISION.
Imagine an Oregon where we end new HIV infections and everyone with HIV is healthy.

CAN YOU IMAGINE IT?
We can, and we call it End HIV Oregon.

WE HAVE COME SO FAR.
Since the earliest days of the AIDS epidemic, Oregonians have come together. We have done so much and we’ve come so far without stopping.

organized, educated, and served
lobbied, advocated, and marched
innovated and developed

cried as we lost friends and family
supported and been supported
been hopeful and persistent

cheered medical advances
mobilized others
researched and studied

WE HAVE MANY ACCOMPLISHMENTS. WE CAN DO MORE.

WHAT’S NEW ABOUT THIS PLAN?
• Expanding patient navigation and case management services so all people living with HIV benefit from treatment.
• Implementing early intervention services statewide to link newly diagnosed people to care quickly and make sure people at risk get tested.
• Expanding use of PrEP, a daily pill that dramatically reduces risk of HIV infection.
• Focusing on disparities, health equity and stigma.
• Working with community members statewide to implement this shared vision.

is an Oregon Health Authority and community initiative. EndHIVOregon.org
1. **TESTING IS EASY.**

   **Our Vision:** 100% of Oregonians get tested for HIV.

   **Why testing matters so much.**
   Since 6 out of 10 Oregonians have never been tested, some Oregonians have HIV and don’t know it. People who know they have HIV are more likely to get treatment and less likely to spread it to others. Confidential testing is available throughout Oregon and can be done during routine medical visits.

2. **PREVENTION WORKS.**

   **Our Vision:** 100% of Oregonians at high risk of infection have access to a daily pill to prevent HIV. It’s called PrEP, or pre-exposure prophylaxis.

   **Why prevention matters so much.**
   Proven tools have helped maintain low levels of new HIV infection in Oregon. Syringe exchange keeps people who use injection drugs safe from disease. New tools, like PrEP, a daily pill to prevent infection, will help us end new infections.

3. **TREATMENT SAVES LIVES.**

   **Our Vision:** 100% of Oregonians in treatment are virally suppressed.

   **Why treatment matters so much.**
   With HIV treatment, people are living longer, healthier lives.

   People who take daily HIV treatment, as prescribed, and maintain an undetectable viral load have effectively no risk of sexually transmitting HIV.

**WHAT CAN YOU DO?**

get tested • volunteer • donate • educate • advocate • help • speak up • mobilize • talk • ask • get treated • take PrEP • use condoms • fundraise • lobby • tell doctors • write • get educated • read • stand up • be counted • vote • tweet • blog • post • link • download • share • like